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It was a lovely late-winter morning when I brought in my car for servicing. I pulled into the garage of
the dealership, got out, gave my name and handed over the keys.

I thought I was the only Galadriel
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I pulled my lips into a smile. "Interesting. That's neat to hear."
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I was lying through my teeth.
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Internet. Within minutes, I located three in the United States - an actress, a knitter, a
librarian - and one in France. I followed them on Twitter. I asked to become their friends on
Facebook. I was sending messages like, "Hi Galadriel. I'm on the search for other Galadriels. Have a
great day! Galadriel." I'd never typed my name so often, and never without referring to myself.
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And then came a blow. A Facebook reply. "Did you know there's a group called Glad to be Galadriel?"
Good thing I was sitting.
Subscribe to the Facts & Arguments podcast on iTunes
Nineteen Galadriels. That's how many I'm now friends with on Facebook. Accepting their existence
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Subscribe to the Facts & Arguments podcast on iTunes
Nineteen Galadriels. That's how many I'm now friends with on Facebook. Accepting their existence
was hard. At first I felt like they had stolen a piece of who I am, had stolen a slice of my history. They
explain their names constantly, they said. So do I. Some have the nickname Glad. So do I. One was
called Glad Garbage Bags as a child. So was I. Many of us are roughly the same age, products of the
sixties and seventies.
But the more I receive their posts, the more I sneak peeks into their online photo albums, the more I
realize being Galadriel doesn't make us the same. One is an avid churchgoer. One rides motorcycles.
One hangs out on beaches in bikinis. One lives in Britain. One is called Auntie Gahoo by a friend's child
(taken from the child's constant question when trying to pronounce the name: "Ga-who?"), which
makes me laugh.
I've never been called Auntie Gahoo. See, we're not the same.
I've come to like the Galadriels, my sisterhood of like-named women. I've come to enjoy the glimpses
into their lives. I'd even like to meet one or two - or all. I've already named what our reunion should
be called: Gathering Galadriels. It has a nice ring. Perhaps I'll organize it for 2012, the 120th
anniv ersary of the birth of J.R.R. Tolkien, the author of The Lord of the Rings, the man whose
imagination created the name.
I now know it's not a personal affront that others share my name. It's proof it's a great name to have.
Galadriel Watson lives in Nakusp, B.C.
Follow us on Twitter: @globeandmail [https://twitter.com/@globeandmail]
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